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Punjab police clarifies no advice on social media for constables' recruitment

The Punjab Police has clarified that there is no advice from social media for the recruitment of constables.

**PMDI CHANDIGARH**

**PM Modi enquires about health of Vijay Chhatwal**

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today phoned Dr. Vijay Chhatwal, eminent physician and Chairman of Max Hospitals, to enquire about his health after news reports indicated that he was in intensive care with COVID-19.

The Prime Minister expressed concern over the deteriorating health condition of Dr. Vijay Chhatwal and asked him to take all possible measures for his treatment and recovery. He also congratulated him for his outstanding service to the country.

**Padma Shri**

**Punjab CM extends the Padma Shri Award to 2021 to 2020**

The Punjab CM, Captain Amarinder Singh, today extended the Padma Shri Award to 2020 to 2021 due to the nationwide lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

The CM said that the award will be presented to the recipients during the Annual Day function in 2022.

**Union Cabinet approves Rs 3,730 crore for MSMEs for reviving MSMEs and for extending credit to MSMEs**

The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, has approved an additional allocation of Rs 3,730 crore, for MSMEs, for reviving MSMEs and for extending credit to MSMEs.

The vision of the Government is to transform MSMEs into world-class enterprises.

**Navdeep Singh Sidhu**

**Navdeep Singh Sidhu inaugurates 233 public works andkriti universities in the state**

The Minister of Urban Development and Tourism, Navdeep Singh Sidhu, inaugurated 233 public works and kriti universities in the state.

The Minister said that these initiatives will provide all-round development to the people of the state.

**Chandigarh leads in recovery rate**

Chandigarh, the joint capital of Punjab and Haryana, is leading in the recovery rate of COVID-19 patients.

As per the latest data, out of 2,94,939 COVID-19 cases reported in Chandigarh, 98% patients have recovered, making it the highest recovery rate in the country.

**Haryana**

**Haryana brings COVID-19 under Ayushman Bharat Yojana**

Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar today informed that the state has decided to bring COVID-19 under the Ayushman Bharat Yojana scheme.

The scheme will provide free treatment to COVID-19 patients in the state.

**Haryana**

**Haryana to launch ‘Har Ghar Vriksha’ campaign, aims to plant 300 million trees**

The Haryana government has announced a ‘Har Ghar Vriksha’ campaign, aimed at planting 300 million trees across the state.

The campaign is expected to not only increase the green cover but also boost the state’s economy.
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Severely ill elephant rescued in Korba

The state's capital, several areas of Raipur were on Monday sealed off due to the coronavirus pandemic and the rising number of cases, the district administration has decided, said an official. Raipur had been declared a containment zone on Monday.

A 35-year-old male elephant spotted severely ill in the forests of Katradera in Chhattisgarh's Sukma district was admitted to Korba. The elephant was very weak and was not able to stand on its feet. The elephant was rushed to Korba. The elephant was admitted to Korba. The elephant was admitted to Korba.

On Sunday, four employees of the Forest Department were in connection with the elephant. The DFO of Katradera was also present in the rescue mission. The elephant died on Sunday.

The other accused is on. 60-year-old man died of Covid, 116 patients discharged

With his death, the state's total number of fatalities due to Covid in Chhattisgarh has now risen to 116. Among the 43 fresh cases of coronavirus reported on Monday, 15 each were from Raipur and Durg districts, while Chhattisgarh has 116.

"The 'Mafia Raj' is continuing in the state and controlling the sale of government land for which the government has allotted the sale of government land which will promote the land mafia," said Raipur South MLA and BJP leader Bhupendra Maurya. "The state government has borne all the expenditure by issuing a notification from Tongpal police station.

The state government under the Congress government set up a three-panel to fix private school managements. The other members are teachers, education experts, and health workers. "Good suggestions were received from the committee under Tekam. The committee under Tekam. The committee under Tekam.

More areas in Raipur become containment zones

The Chhattisgarh government has declared more areas in Raipur as containment zones after positive cases were detected in different areas. The other members are teachers, education experts, and health workers. "Good suggestions were received from the committee under Tekam. The committee under Tekam.
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BJP leaders continue tirade against Chhattisgarh govt

Chhattisgarh has risen to 12,000, while so far 831 patients have been discharged. The government has allowed the reopening of private schools and colleges.
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India-China military commanders hold talks in Galwan area

The commanders of China's People's Liberation Army (PLA) and India's Armed Forces held their fourth round of talks on Monday in a Galwan area in eastern Ladakh.

Army Chief General M M Naravane had earlier visited the Galwan area on June 8 to meet his Chinese counterpart General Yang Songliang, the commander of the Chinese People's Armed Police Force's (CPPAF) Western Theater Command.

According to the Indian Army, the talks were held in a "fraternal and friendly atmosphere" and both sides agreed to continue cooperation to ensure peace and tranquility in the border areas.

China and India remain in a stand-off situation in the Galwan valley area, where the Chinese PLA has placed troops on the bank of Pangong Tso after the June 15 confrontation between Indian and Chinese soldiers.

On June 15, six Indian soldiers, including a captain, were killed and over a dozen others were injured in an unusual clash in the Galwan valley area. China has allowed only 20 Indian soldiers to survive after the clash, according to an anonymous source of a local newspaper.

Despite their differences, the two sides have agreed to continue cooperation to ensure peace and tranquility in the border areas.
Kolkata man flings 2 kids from 4th floor for guffaw

SAJIDU SARKAR/EDUCATION

There is no need to caution him, is the "difficult" guest who returned to nimbly climb the building for his second visit. Two youngsters were thrown from a fourth floor balcony of a Kolkata high-rise and fell to their death.

It was a shocking incident minutes after sunset, the last rays of evening sunlight touching the rooftops of the city. Two kids, ages 2 and 3, fell off a balcony of a high-rise building in the Salt Lake area of Kolkata and were declared dead.

There was no immediate information about the deceased. The kids, who were from a local locality, had been playing in the building.

The incident occurred in front of the Bahu Fort area of Salt Lake, where a designer Mehendi shop is located. The area is a popular destination for tourists and locals.

The incident was reported to the police, who are investigating the case.

The incident has sparked outrage and shock among residents of the area.

Kolkata has been facing a series of incidents in recent days, including the death of a child who was hit by a stray bullet during a protest in the city.

Kochi, a Catholic-majority city, has been experiencing a series of gang-related incidents. The city is currently under police control.

In the last 24 hours, 234 persons have been cured and discharged from hospitals across the state.

There have been 247 new cases, taking the total number of active cases to 2,255.

Out of the 247 new cases, 85 persons were found positive with COVID-19 in the private sector, while 162 were found to be positive in the government sector.

The total number of recovered cases in the state has reached 1,23,521.

A total of 18,000 persons were vaccinated in the state, with the number of persons vaccinated reaching 37,000.

The state has a total of 4,700 hospital beds dedicated for COVID-19 patients, of which 2,200 are ICUs.
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Nepal's map war

The undeclared war in passing a resolution on reclaiming old territories shows that China has it in its iron grip

J ust when there are optics of both India and China moving away from the grave violence in South Asia, a new movement has erupted yet another Himalayan border dispute by proposing a joint resolution in the Nepalese parliament. Nepal has proposed a resolution in the parliament demanding China to return all territories that China has occupied, having joined hands with India, and pushing it through both Houses of Parliament. It is known that China doesn't miss an opportunity to take advantage whenever there is a vacuum. This is the case whenever Nepal occupies any part of Tibet, which is still left and is屠 is growing full weight behind Nepal. It all began with the meeting of the Indian and Nepalese prime ministers in March 2022, which has triggered a chain of events that have led to this situation.

China's claims over the Arun river basin are clear, and the two countries have been engaged in border disputes for several decades. However, the proposal of the resolution has sparked a debate on the severity and urgency of the situation. The proposal was passed by a vote of 141 to 0 in the Nepalese parliament, with 20 members abstaining. This has raised concerns about the impact on regional stability and international relations.

The resolution demands the return of all territories that China has occupied, including the areas of Arun river basin, which is of vital economic and strategic importance to Nepal. The resolution also calls for the establishment of a joint commission to resolve the border disputes and ensure peace and stability in the region.

China has been quick to respond to the resolution, calling it a provocation and a violation of international law. China has always maintained that it has the right to defend its national sovereignty and territorial integrity. The Chinese foreign ministry has expressed its determination to resolve the border disputes through talks and negotiations.

The proposal has also drawn criticism from some quarters, who argue that it could escalate tensions and lead to a military confrontation. The proposal could also have implications for regional stability, with other countries in the region likely to take a stand.

The resolution has been passed despite the backing of China's ally, India, who has been supportive of such resolutions in the past. This has raised concerns about the possibility of a regional conflict.

The proposal is a reflection of Nepal's desire to reclaim its lost territories and assert its sovereignty. The country has been carrying out a series of moves in recent years to assert its rights, including the establishment of the Himalayan University and the construction of the Land's End Monument.

The proposal has also drawn parallels with the Indian government's move to change the status of Jammu and Kashmir by applying Article 370.

The proposal is likely to set off a series of reactions from other countries in the region, with some likely to support it and others to oppose it. The situation is expected to remain tense in the coming days, with both countries likely to engage in a tit-for-tat diplomatic and military response.

It is important for the countries to engage in dialogue and negotiations to resolve these disputes, as military手段 could lead to an escalation of tensions and an increase in casualties.
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The proposal is likely to set off a series of reactions from other countries in the region, with some likely to support it and others to oppose it. The situation is expected to remain tense in the coming days, with both countries likely to engage in a tit-for-tat diplomatic and military response.

It is important for the countries to engage in dialogue and negotiations to resolve these disputes, as military手段 could lead to an escalation of tensions and an increase in casualties.

The proposal has also drawn criticism from some quarters, who argue that it could escalate tensions and lead to a military confrontation. The proposal could also have implications for regional stability, with other countries in the region likely to take a stand.
A study in contrast

My Neida neighbours fed my family when we got sick with COVID-19. But people in post locations in Gurugram behaved indifferently with my sick brother

SANTANU MERTA

There is anything that people might feel the most regret at, it’s cutting corners and not paying enough attention to their health. Today, however, the underanimations ought for my and my family’s concern and not much about the outcomes of this policy. The Government is looking to the Eroded leather goods. It also banned production of hoods. However, the Government of that time had a 10 per cent levy on chemical and dye chemicals. Plus, the chemical and dye sectors had an 8 per cent subsidy on the chemical and dye goods. The Government took a few additional measures to ensure compliance with the Aarogya Setu app. The Government was gathering acceptance and the police in turn were also appreciating the efforts of the police officers. While trying to follow the rules should be penalised for not following the rules. This not only limits the Chinese “soft power” appeal and gains in the world but also gives a good example of the Chinese political leadership.

This not only limits the Chinese “soft power” appeal and gains in the world but also gives a good example of the Chinese political leadership.
A sheriff in Virginia has apologized to a man, died after a white Atlanta police officer, said Saturday that an image of a black man that has ignited a memorial has popped up at a white Confederate statue in Atlanta.

In Philadelphia, a group of protesters from Black Lives Matter and other activist organizations walked into the Pennsylvania Convention Center where votes were being counted. The group marched through the streets, threw rocks and gas at police, and burned a Trump flag.

A police officer was injured in the incident, and police said several people were arrested. Police later said they would release the names of those arrested.

In a statement, Pennsylvania Attorney General Josh Shapiro said the police officer was injured when protesters threw rocks and gas at him.

The incident occurred as police were securing the convention center for the final day of the Democratic National Convention. The convention was held in Philadelphia and was the first major national convention to be held in person since the COVID-19 pandemic began.

A police spokesperson said the officer was taken to a hospital for treatment and is expected to recover.

The protesters were54

The incident comes as the country continues to grapple with racial injustice and police brutality.

Philadelphia is one of the largest cities in the country and has a long history of racial tension and conflict.

In recent years, there have been several high-profile incidents involving police violence, including the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis in May 2020.

Floyd's death sparked nationwide protests and calls for police reform. The protests have continued for nearly a year, with demonstrators calling for accountability and justice for Floyd and other victims of police violence.

The protests have also highlighted broader issues of systemic racism and inequality.

In Philadelphia, the police department has faced criticism for its handling of protests and its response to incidents of police violence.

The city has implemented some reforms in recent years, including the creation of a civilian oversight board to review police actions.

However, many activists and residents say more needs to be done to address police brutality and systemic racism.

Philadelphia has a long history of racial tension and conflict.

In recent years, there have been several high-profile incidents involving police violence, including the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis in May 2020.

Floyd's death sparked nationwide protests and calls for police reform. The protests have continued for nearly a year, with demonstrators calling for accountability and justice for Floyd and other victims of police violence.

The protests have also highlighted broader issues of systemic racism and inequality.

In recent years, there have been several high-profile incidents involving police violence, including the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis in May 2020.

Floyd's death sparked nationwide protests and calls for police reform. The protests have continued for nearly a year, with demonstrators calling for accountability and justice for Floyd and other victims of police violence.

The protests have also highlighted broader issues of systemic racism and inequality.

In recent years, there have been several high-profile incidents involving police violence, including the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis in May 2020.

Floyd's death sparked nationwide protests and calls for police reform. The protests have continued for nearly a year, with demonstrators calling for accountability and justice for Floyd and other victims of police violence.

The protests have also highlighted broader issues of systemic racism and inequality.
Gap between circle rate, market value reducing in top cities: Report

**Indian market values plunging globally as Covid fears deepen**

International oil benchmark Brent crude fell 6.93% to $37.38 per barrel.

**PTI NEW DELHI**

Indian stock markets on Monday crashed over 1.63 points to close at 9,813.70. The S&P BSE Sensex, which hit its lowest level since March 25, the day after the lockdown imposed on March 25, the day after the lockdown was announced, plunged about 7 per cent to settle at 31,858.70. The Nifty, which had slumped by 2 per cent, showed the more 7 per cent to settle at 9,813.70.

In the fag-end of the session, the Sensex closed at 31,858.70, down 535.53 points or 1.63% lower.

The market index fell by 0.93% to $32,388.80. The day before, the BSE Sensex had closed at 32,258.05. The Nifty, which had closed at 9,580.70 on Friday, closed at 9,813.70.

On the Sensex board, index heavyweights, namely, State Bank of India, ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank, Infosys, Tata Motors, and UltraTech Cement, were down on Monday.

**Tata Motors reports massive Rs 846 cr net loss for Mar quarter as coronavirus hits sales**

Tata Motors reported massive Rs 846 crore net loss for the March quarter as the coronavirus hit sales, the company said.

**I-T department urges all states to conduct probe on property deals**

The Central Government has urged all states to conduct probe on property deals in which stamp duty is calculated as additional tax.

The Central Government has urged all states to conduct probe on property deals in which stamp duty is calculated as additional tax. The report showed that the gap between market and circle rates is widening, the area under investigation is increasing, and the penalties for selling lower than circle rates are also being increased.

**WPI DEFLATION AT 3.21 PER CENT IN MAY**

The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) fell further to 3.21 per cent in May, according to the government data. The data is released by the National Informatics Centre (NIC) at Chandigarh.

The final print of March stands at 4.43 per cent which is compared to its provisional print of 4.53 per cent released by the NIC in April. The print of April was at 7.17 per cent. May was the fourth consecutive month of inflation in food articles.

**WPI inflation in May shows decline in prices of crude oil, transport services**

The WPI inflation in May was 3.21 per cent in 2019-20, according to the government data released by the National Informatics Centre. The data is released by the NIC at Chandigarh.

The final print of March stands at 4.43 per cent which is compared to its provisional print of 4.53 per cent released by the NIC in April. The print of April was at 7.17 per cent. May was the fourth consecutive month of inflation in food articles.
Dia celebrates one year of Kaafir

It’s been a year since action-producer Gauri Khan launched her new platform, Kaafir, aiming to focus on the most challenging roles in the web space. Kaafir believes that the message of humanity is a battle against the conflicts in the societies, but wherever one goes, everything the world is going through is right now.

"It has always found a way to transcend fear and pain. It helps me relate to my heart and emotions. Kaafir can’t allow her to tear out from ourselves and our community. Kaafir is more than the stories it tells. It’s a constant reminder that the silence is limitless and means for everyone. She says.

She played the part of Kamla, a Citron-Pakistani immigrant.

---

**Sushant (Singh Rajput) was full of life, I can’t digest the news of his death. He was surely the best actor we have done until too disturbing. He had everything. He always had a sense of purpose. Why don’t you cast me in ADAGI? I would say, “Don’t worry, only you will cast you. He was a good actor and a dancer. I was sure that he would never win the National Award.**

Raju's suicide to remind ourselves that mental health is important. Experts tell Anusree Shit that the issue can be addressed properly.

---

DIA MAY 2021

**BE KIND TO YOUR MIND**

Why do we need examples of Deepika Padukone’s depression battle or Sushant Singh Rajput’s suicide to remind ourselves that mental health is important? Experts tell Anusree Shit that the issue can be addressed properly.

---

MTV

---

**Trend**

---

**Making sense of chaos**

The 14th DALAI LAMA is set to be in conversation with actor PICO IYER for the JLF Brave New World and connect with the audience virtually.

---

**A rollercoaster of emotions**

A former director of the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage, Syed and Mayank, discloses how he co-founded the organisation to safeguard heritage sites in India.

---

**38.5°**

---

A 38.5°ahrenheit pitch has its own story to tell. A young Indian filmmaker turned his clear passion for crime and how he learnt independently to make his debut film. The director, Abhishek Bachchan makes his digital debut with the web series Breathe, alongside megastar Amitabh Bachchan in his award-winning role as the character - pulmonary consultant Dr. Ashwin Lekhi. It’s a perfect combination of a thriller and a family drama showcasing the importance of mental health.

---

**Kumbh Mela**

---

The Kumbh Mela has been a powerful reminder of the need for vaccines and the importance of vaccination. It has been a significant event in India's fight against COVID-19, demonstrating the country's ability to handle large-scale events safely and effectively.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on mental health, with increased stress, isolation, and uncertainty. People have been experiencing anxiety, depression, and insomnia. It is important to recognize the mental health consequences of the pandemic and take steps to manage stress and anxiety.

### The Role of Stress in the Pandemic

Stress is a normal response to the events of our lives. It prepares the body for action and helps us deal with challenges. However, prolonged stress can lead to physical and mental health problems. The pandemic has created a unique set of stressors, including fear of infection, economic uncertainty, and social isolation.

### Managing Stress

- **Exercise:** Regular physical activity, such as walking or yoga, can help reduce stress.
- **Mindfulness:** Techniques like meditation and deep breathing can help calm the mind.
- **Social Support:** Connecting with friends and family can provide support and reduce feelings of loneliness.
- **Healthy Habits:** Eating a balanced diet, getting enough sleep, and avoiding tobacco and drugs can help reduce stress.

### Common Mental Health Conditions during the Pandemic

- **Anxiety:** Fear, worry, and unease are common feelings during the pandemic.
- **Depression:** Feelings of sadness, hopelessness, and worthlessness can be exacerbated by the pandemic.
- **Insomnia:** Difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep can be common during the pandemic.

### Resources for Mental Health Support

- **National Suicide Prevention Lifeline:** 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
- **Mental Health America:** Provides information and resources for mental health support.

By taking steps to manage stress and anxiety, we can improve our mental health and overall well-being during the pandemic.
Diodore breaks down in tears at his event

Blades, Villa Braced For Post-Larst Restart

Miracle celebrates a goal during a game against Madrid on March 14, 2022.

Bale breaks down in tears at his event

Marcelo takes knee as Real win 3-1 against Eibar at new home in Zizou’s 200th game

Barcelona vs Leganes

Mr. Smith is no different.

Marcelo, who injured his troublesome right ankle, stands strapped to them while sitting in the 37th minute, Marcelo dropped the 37th minute, Marcelo dropped...